OPTIMAL NUTRITION FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH
Give your body the targeted nutritional support it needs with a full spectrum of carefully crafted options.

TARGETED
CALCIUM DELIVERY

DETOXIFICATION
SIMPLIFIED

ENERGY AT THE
CELLULAR LEVEL

Delivering bioavailable forms of

Featuring a fusion of activated charcoal,

Biopro-Q® is a dynamic fusion of

calcium, magnesium, vitamin D3 for

micronized zeolite, chlorella and

Ubiquinol, the most potent form of

calcium absorption, and vitamin K2

nutrient-dense superfoods, Restoriix™

CoQ10, and BioPerine, a patented

for nutrient absorption, Magnical-D

is a revolutionary formula designed to

black pepper extract that enhances

is your source for maintaining strong,

assist your body in the safe removal

bioavailability for optimal nutrient

healthy bones. This exclusive vitamin

of toxins and heavy metals and help

absorption. This powerful duo boosts

and mineral blend delivers critical bone-

restore pH levels.

youthful cellular energy production

®

health nutrients in a single, convenient

by acting like a spark plug that ignites

formula.

energy generation within the cells.
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THE PERFECT
PICK-ME-UP

OPTIMAL
PROTECTION

Rejuveniix™ provides natural energy

Omega-Q® is a unique blend of

without the jitters. Featuring a signature

essential omega fatty acids and

blend of green coffee bean extract,

coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), two of the

L-theanine, and a superfruit complex

most powerful ingredients on earth

of acai berry, mangosteen, goji berry,

for initiating and sustaining overall

maqui berry, Hawaiian noni and

health, starting at the cellular level. This

sea buckthorn, Rejuveniix naturally

intelligent combination is designed to

sharpens focus, elevates mood,

support and protect the overall health of

promotes energy, enhances mental

your heart and brain.

alertness and supports weight loss
performance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT NUTRIFII.COM
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